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Classic Implicature Theory: Grice

Conventional and Conversational Implicatures

H. P. Grice (1967), Logic and Conversation

Basic distinction between meaning components:

• Literal meaning (“what is said”)

• Implicated meaning (“what is implicated”)

Types of implicatures:

• Conventional implicatures: triggered by an aspect of literal meaning.

He is an Englishman; he is, therefore, brave.
Implicature: His being brave is a consequence of his being English.

Part of the literal meaning of therefore, but downtoned (presupposed):
Answer no does not affect this meaning component.

• Conversational implicatures: triggered by rules of conversation.

A: How is Jones doing?
B: Quite well; he has a new job and hasn’t been to jail recently.

Implicated: Jones is someone who is likely to get himself in jail.

This is not part of the conventional meaning of any component,
but follows from general rules of conversation,
roughly: Don’t mention something if it is not potentially relevant.

Here we are mainly concerned with conversational implicatures.

Classic Implicature Theory:

 Maxims of Conversation

Grices develops a theory how conversational implicatures arise
from a general principle and a set of rules called Maximes of Conversation.

Cooperative principle:
Make your conversational contribution such as is required,
at the stage at which it occurs,
by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange
in which you are engaged.

This general principle has several subprinciples called “Maximes of Conversation”

Maxim of Quantity:
Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purpose of
the exchange);
Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

Maxim of Quality:
Try to make your contribution one that is true. In particular,
Do not say what you believe to be false.
 Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.

Maxim of Relation/Relevance:
Be relevant!

Maxim of Manner:
Be perspicuous! In particular,
Avoid obscurity of expression. Avoid ambiguity. Be brief. Be orderly.



Classic Implicature Theory:

Flouting Maxims

One prominent way in which implicatures arise discussed by Grice
is by flouting a maxime, i.e. by apparently violating it.

Example:
It is raining heavily.
A, to B: Nice weather today.

A says something to B whose literal meaning is blatantly false,
and A knows that B knows that it is blatantly false.

Intended interpretation: The opposite of what A says literally,
a case of irony.

Example:
Child: I want to play now.
Mother: Did you do your homework already?

Mother says something that is apparently irrelevant,
but as she follows the general cooperative principle,
it must be construed as relevant.

Intended interpretation: Doing homework a prerequesite of playing;
implicature: First do your homework, then you can play.

Classic Implicature Theory:

Conflict between Maximes

Example:

A: Where does Mary live?

B: Somewhere in the South of France.

B does not give as much information as required, violating Quantity.

Presumably, B cannot give more information,

as otherwise he would violate against Quality,

which requries that the information given be true.

Classic Implicature Theory:

Scalar Implicatures

Scalar implicatures, recognized before Grice,
John Stuart Mill 1867, An Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy

Theses of Hamilton (also, Aristotle):
The meaning of some includes the meaning of not all;
e.g. some of the apples are rotten  => not all of the apples are rotten.

Mill critizes this view:

“No shadow of justification is shown (...) for adopting into logic
a mere sous-entendu of common conversation in its most unprecise form.
If I say to any one, ‘I saw some of your children to-day’,
he might be justified in inferring that I did not see them all,
not because the words mean it,
but because,
if I had seen them all, it is most likely that I should have said so:
even though this cannot be presumed unless it is presupposed that I must have
known whether the children I saw were all or not.”

Other precursors:
R. Fogelin (1967), Rule of strength:

Make the strongest possible claim that you can legitimately defend!

Similarly, Oswald Ducrot (1972), Dire et ne pas dire.

Classical Implicature Theory:

Scalar Implicatures, Derivation of Example

Scalar Implicatures, according to Grice
(cf. also Gazdar 1979, Levinson 1983):

A, to B: Some of the apples are rotten.

A did not say All of the apples are rotten,
even though this would be a stronger claim, preferred by Quantity,
as All of the apples are rotten => Some of the apples are rotten.

Possible reason for this:
The stronger claim, All of the apples are rotten
violates Quality: Speaker does not have evidence for this
or even knows that it is false.

Hence B can implicate (and A can want B to implicate)
that the stronger claim All of the apples are rotten
is false.

The implicature can be cancelled without contraction,
which is typical for conversational implicatures:
Some of the apples are rotten; in fact, all are.



Classical Implicature Theory,

Derivation Procedures, Horn Scales
General inference procedure for scalar implicatures:

If two expressions A[B] and A[C] differ only insofar
as A[B] contains the epxression B,
where A[C] contains the expression C,
and for which it holds that A[C] !  A[B], but not A[B] ! A[C] ,

then: If Speaker utters A[B] then Addressee can assume that ¬A[C]

Additional condition:
B, C are expressions,
that stand in a systematic relation of alternatives to each other;
they are elements of a “Horn scale” (honoring Larry Horn).

Examples for Horn scales:
Number words: one, two, three, four...
Quantfiers: some, all
Modal operators: possibly, necessarily
Coordinators: or, and
Members of lexical fields: warm, hot; like, love; hill, mountain
Indefinite and definite article: a, the

Example:
John fed an elephant in the zoo.
Implicates: The zoo has more than one elephant,
otherwise Speaker would have said: John fed the elephant in the zoo.
(maximizes specificity of presupposition).

Scalar Implicatures in Real Life

Examples of cancellation of scalar implicatures:

A joke:
Question: Which month has 28 days?

Answer: All months have 28 days!

Violation of quantity implicature, but still true.

Sign at the Schlitterbahn, San Antonio, Texas, at a waterslide:
You must be 4 feet tall for this ride.

I am 4 feet tall; in fact, I am 5 feet 10 inches!

Ticket controller in a German train;
the ticket is valid only after 7 p.m.,
it is past 8 p.m.,
controller looks at his watch and says:
O.k., it’s already seven p.m., you can use this ticket.

It is seven p.m.; in fact, it is eight.

Scalar Implicatures in Real Life: Disjunction

Disjunction in natural language is often understood exclusively:
Bill went to Japan or Korea.
‘Bill went to Japan, or Bill went to Korea, but not both’

Hence: Does or mean exclusive or:  [A " B] # ¬[A # B]?

If this were so, we have a problem.

We read on old German Deutschmark bills:

A person who produces or distributes fake bills
is punished by jail sentence not under two years.

Bill, who produced fake bills and distributed them, argues:

In natural language, A or B means either A or B but not both.

But I did not either produce or fake bills;
I both produced them and faked them,
hence the law does not apply to me!

Therefore: or in natural language is inclusive,
but the use of A or B often (but not always) triggers implicature ¬[A # B]

Why don’t we have this implicature in the fake bill example?

A person who produces or distributes fake bills is punished by jail...
is stronger than
A person who produces and distributes fake bills is punished by jail...

The sentence creates a so-called downward-entailing context.

Scalar Implicatures and Optimality Theory

Scalar Implicatures arise out of a competiton between maxims:

Quantity (simplified version):
Make the strongest claim!

Quality:
Don’t say anything that is false or for which you lack evidence!

Example:
Assume that John has three children.
Consider the following possible utterances:

John has no children.
John has one child.
John has two children.
John has three children.
John has four children.
John has five children.
John has six children
...

increasing

strength

(Qantity)

violation

of truth / evidence

(Quality)



OT as a Framework for Competition

In linguistics, Optimality Theory (OT) is a framework
for computing the outcome of competing princles

(OT: Alan Prince & Paul Smolensky 1993;
see McCarthy 2002, A thematic guide to Optimality Theory).

Basic architecture of OT:

• Grammar generates a number of candidate expressions
(the “Generator”)

• Grammar provides a number of constraints
that may be ordered in their importance
and that ideally reflect general linguistic, cognitive or other principles.

• There is a general algorithm that compares
how well candidates satsify the constraints, how “harmonic” they are
(the “Evaluator”)

• The candidate(s) that violate the constraints the least
are the optimal ones that survive
and are well-formed.

OT: An Example of Phonology

Devoicing of obstruents in syllable-final position (coda) in German

(and many other languages)

/rad/ [ra:t] ‘wheel’

/rades/ [ra:d\s] ‘wheel.GENITIVE’

Two constraints: FAITH (preserve phonological input)

*CODAVOICED (avoid voiced coda)

In German, *CODAVOICED is ranked higher than FAITH:

*CODAVOICE >> FAITH

Tableau with winning candidates:

* [ra:t\s]

! [ra:d\s]/rades/

*!      [ra:t]

*[ra:d]/rad/

FAITH*CODAVOICED

OT and Scalar Implicature

Application of OT to Scalar Implicature:

Constraints:

QUAL:Don’t say things for which you don’t have evidence for

or which are known to be false.

QUANT: Stronger expressions are preferred over weaker ones;

 the weaker a candidate, the more violations it procudes

Order of constraints: QUAL >> QUANT

***!  John has three children.

**John has five chilcren.

***John has four children.

****John has two children.

*****John has one child.

QUANTQUAL

The Neo-Gricean Framework

A generaliziation of the Gricean Framework of Implicatures:

Jay D. Atlas & Stephen Levinson (1981),

 It-clefts, informativeness, and logical form: radical pragmatics.

In Peter Cole (ed.), Radical pragmatics 1-61. New York.

Laurence Horn (1984),

Toward a new taxonomy for pragmatic inference:

Q-based and R-based implicature,

in D.  Schiffrin (ed.), Meaning, form, and use in context: 

Linguistic appications, Georgetown University Press.

Stephen Levinson (2000),

Presumptive Meanings.



Economy principles for Speakers and Hearers

Horn:
Reduction of cooperation principle to economy principle.

Two antagonistic principles:

• Speaker economy,
speaker prefers expressions that are cheap to produce,
i.e. simple, short expressions.

• Hearer economy,
hearer prefers expressions that are easy to understand,
i.e. typically longer expressions.

Precursors:

Paul Zipf (1949): Human behavior and the principle of least effort.
• Speakers simplify expressions, possibly leading to ambiguities.

• Addresses prefer detailed expressions to avoid ambiguity.

André Martinet (1962), A functional view of language.
“In order to understand how and why a language changes,
the linguist must keep in mind two ever-present and antinomic factors:
first, the requirements of communication, the need for the speaker to convey his message,
and second, the principle of least effort, which makes him restrict his output of energy, both
mental and physical, to the minimum compatible with achieving his ends.” (139)

The Q and R/I Principle: Horn, Levinson

The Q Principle:
Make your contribution sufficient for the understanding by the hearer;
say as much as you can
(hearer economy; the first submaxim of Quantity)

The R Principle:
Make your contribution necessary for the understanding by the hearer,
say just as much as you must,
say as little as necessary.
(speaker economy;
relates ro Relevance and second submaxim of Quantity)

The Q Principle leads to implicatures that exclude more information;
an utterance U implicates ‘U, but not more’:

The R Principle leads to implicatures that give more information;
an utterance U implicates more than U.

Levinson (1987, 2000) calls the Q-Principle I-Principle (for Information).

The Q and I Principle and Q and I Implicatures

Q: Say as much as you can.

Explains scalar implicatures (“Q implicatures”)
John has three children.
Speaker said as much as he could;
he didn’t say John has four children, even though this would be stonger.
Hence: John has four children is presumably not true.

I: Say (only) as much as you must.

Explains implicatures that enrich the literal meaning of what is said.

Example: Indirect speech acts.

Can you pass me the salt?
Literal meaning of a question: answer is trivially yes.
Hence something different must be meant.
The literal answer is a precondition for the execution of the command
to pass the salt;
hence it is this command that is meant.

Examples of I Implicatures: NEG raising

Laurence Horn (1978), ‘Remarks on NEG-raising’,

in Peter Cole (ed.), Pragmatics 129-220. New York: Academic Press.

Peter doesn’t believe that Bush won the elections.

Literal meaning:

It is not the case that Peter believes that Bush won the elections.
¬believe(peter, win(bush, electins)

Intended interpretation:

Peter thinks that Bush did not win the elections.
believe(peter, ¬win(bush, elections)

NEG Raising leads to an implicature, as it is cancellable:

Peter doens’t believe that Bush won the elections,

in fact he is not intrested in politics at all.

Notice that intended interpretation is stronger than literal meaning,

hence a case of I implicature.



Visualization of NEG raising

Verbs of propositional attitude like believe, think, know, whish

express an attitude of a subject S to a proposition p..

In many situatons of use S has a particular opinion about p,

that is, S believes p or not p,

or wishes that p is the case or that not p is the case.

In those situations, only such definite attitudes are relevant.

S believes that p

S believes that not p

In this case, negation of S believes that p

has the meaning: S believes that not p.

But there are cases that don’t license NEG raising:

Peter doesn’t know that Bush won the election.

Not: Peter knows that Bush didn’t win the election.

Larry Horn, A Natural History of Negation (1989):

With strong attitude verbs like know, be sure about

the I-Implicature would be much stronger than the literal interpretation.

With weak attitude verbs like believe, consider possible

the I-Implicature is only slightly stronger than the literal interpretation.

We model this by assuming that propositional attitude verbs

map a proposition to values [0, ... 1] , like probabilities.

0

1
S knows that p

it is not the case

that s knows that p.

S know that not p.

S believes that p

it is not the case that

S believes that p

S believe that not p.

big difference small difference

Moral for I Implicature: We can enrich meanings, but not too much.

Other examples of I-Implicatures

Mary was able to solve the problem..

Literal meaning: Mary hat the ability to solve the problem.
I-Implicature: Mary actually solved the problem.

Motivation of implicature:
To be able to solve the problem
is a necessary precondition for solving it;

it is unusual to be able to solve a problem but not solve it;
this would have been said explicitly.

If you give me some of your ice cream you will get some of mine.

Literal meaning: nothing is said about cases
 in which you don’t give me some of your ice cream.

I-Implicature: If you don’t give me some of your ice cream
you won’t get some of mine.

Motivation of implicature:
It is plausible to assume that Speaker specified all conditions
under which you get some of Speaker’s ice cream.

I-Implicatures: Coherent interpretation

Hans unpacked the picknick. The beer was warm..

the beer interpreted as: the beer belonging to the picknick.

Bridging (Clark & Haviland 1977):

Try to interpret referential expressions

in a way that relates them to discourse referents already introduced.

Mary came in. She was wearing a red hat..

she interpreted as Mary

Motivation: See above..

Karla moved the switch, and the machine started to work..

Karla first moved the switch and then the machine started to work,

moving the switch was a cause of the machine starting to work,

to start the machine was a reason for Karla to move the switch

temporal, causal, teleological interpretation

In general: Interpret texts as coherently as possible!



I-Implicatures: Lexical Asymmetries

Lexical asymmetry in taste and smell words:

This is tasty. ‘This tastes good.’

This is smelly. ‘This smells bad.’

Das schmeckt. ‘This tastes good.’

Das riecht. ‘This smells bad.’

Possible reason for this asymmetry:

We have more control over what we taste than over what we smell.

We typically put good things into our mouth,

and we do this in order to satisfy a basic need, eating or drinking,

of which there is no equivalent for smelling things.

Hence, if we taste something, the stereotype is that it is good;

if we smell something, the stereotype is rather that it is bad.

The I-Implicature strenghtens the original literal meaning

to stereotypical interpretations;

these stereotypical interpretations became part of the literal meaning.

I-Implicatures: Predication over Sum Individuals

Predications on sum individuals are total:

The apples are rotten. ‘All the apples are rotten.’

We have found the children. ‘We have found all the children.’

But this does not hold for negated sentences:

The balls are not red.
It is not true that the balls are red.
Preferred interpretation: ‘None of the balls are red’,
not: ‘Not all the balls are red.’

We didn’t find the children..
Preferred interpretation: ‘We have found none of the children’,
not: ‘We didnt find all children.’

Explanation:

1. If a predicate P is applied to a sum individual x,
there are two possible interpretations:

• P apples to all parts of x (total interpretation);

• Papplies to a part of x (partial interpretation).

2. In non-negated contexts the total interpretation is stronger,
in negated contexts the weaker interpretation is stronger.

3. Pragmatic principle (I-Implicature):
Choose the strongest interpretation!

Interaction of Q-Implicatures and I-Implicatures?

Simple addition of implicatures:

I don’t believe that Mary has read every article by Jakobson.
I-Implicature:
 Speaker believes that Mary did not read every article by Jakobson.
Q-Implicature:

Speaker believes that Mary read some articles by Jakobson.

What happens if Q and I implicatures contradict each other?

Either (a) John drank three beers and drove home,
or (b) he first drove home and then drank three beers.

 I-Implicature of (a): John first drank three beers and then drove home.

Q-Implicature of whole sentence: Speaker does not know whether (a) or (b) is true.

The whole sentence does not have the implicature of (a),
that John first drank three beers and then drove home,
this is cancelled by (b), which might be true, according to Q-Implicature.

Hence: Q-Implicature wins out over I-Implicature.

Levinson (2000) argues that this is generally so:

• Q-Implicatures are b ased on a conventional element
(alternatives of Horn scales, of which the strongest one should be choosen)

• I-Implicatures are only based on a general rule
that allows for stereotypical expressions.

Bidirectional Optimality Theory

and Economy

Reinhard Blutner (2000): ‘Some aspects of optimality in natural
language interpretaiton’, Journal of Semantics 17

Gerhard Jäger (2002): ‘Some notges on the formal properties of
bidirectional optimality theory’, JoLLI 11

Blutner & Zeevat (eds.) (2003): Optimality theory and pragmatics.
Palgrave.

Basic idea:

• We consider pairs $F, M% of Expressions (Forms) and Meanings

• Pragmatic rules either state that particular forms are preferred
or that particular meanings are preferred.

Example: Preference for short expressions
Preference for stereotypical interpretations

• Evaluation of candidates has to consider
both form-related and meaning-related optimization
(hence: Bidirectional Optimality Theoyr)

• There is a general evaluation algorithm
that allows for the computation of optimal form-meaning pairs.



A First Example of Bi-OT Pragmatics: Blocking

A set of data:
(a) The book is cheaper than the record.
(b) ??The book is more cheap than the record.
(c) The book is less cheap than the record.
(d) The book is more expensive than the record.
(e) *The book is expensiver than the record.

Explanation of (d) / (e):
-er comparatives are restricted to mono- or bisyllabic adjectives,
English provides for -er comparatives and more comparatives,
only more comparatives are possible.

Explanation of (a) / (b):
Both forms, cheaper and more cheap exist and have the same meaning,
but cheaper is less complex than more cheap and hence preferred
due to speaker economy.

Explanation of (b) / (c):
There is no morphological form for inverse comparatives,
so only the syntactic form survives.

Explanation of (a) / (b): A case of blocking;
the simpler form blocks the more complex form.

A first example of Bi-OT Pragmatics:

Blocking of complex form

Blocking in Bidirectional Optimality theory:

The grammar produces both Form-Meaning pairs:
 $cheaper, cheap%
 $more cheap, cheap%

There is a general preference rulebased on speaker economy

 for short forms for the same meaning:

If $F, M% and $F’, M% are generated, where F is less complex than F’,

then $F, M% is preferred over $F’, M%

Hence: $cheaper, cheap% is peferred, by speaker economy.

cheaper

more cheap

cheap

In general, special forms block general forms:

spoke vs. *speaked,

but e.g. little book is not blocked by booklet.

Blocking of complex meaning

(Resolution of Ambiguity)

A parallel case in which complex, non-stereotypical meanings are blocked:

Mary wrote the novel on a computer.

preferred interpretation:

‘Mary wrote the novel by means of a computer.’

Mary wrote the novel on an island.

preferred interpretation:

 ‘Mary wrote the novel while she was on an island.’

Preference by hearer economy:
If $F, M% and $F, M’% are generated,

where M’ is less stereotypical than M,
then $F, M% is preferred over $F, M’%

Mary wrote the novel

on a computer.

‘Mary wrote the novel

by means of a computer’

‘Mary wrote the novel

while she was on a computer’

Selection of closest antecedent

Preference for closest antecedent:

A man1 entered the bar and ordered a beer.

After a while, another man2 came in.

He*1/2 ordered a glass of red wine.

Preference for closest antedent,

this is primarily hearer-based (simpler representations).

A man entered the bar

and ordered a beer.

After a while,

another man came in.

He ordered

a glass of red wine.

he: the second man.

he: the first man

Notice: Even though this is preference is arguably hearer based,

the speaker can use it to express the intended meaning,

because the speaker is aware of hearer preferences.



Strong Bidirectional Optimality

The examples so far

worked with the following general evaluation algorithm,

that defines “strong bidirectional optimality”

(cf. R. Blutner 2000).

$F, M% is strongly optimal iff

a.  $F, M% & GEN, that is, $F, M% is generated.

b. there is no $F’, M% & GEN such that $F’, M% > $F, M%

c. there is no $F, M’% & GEN such that $F, M’% > $F, M%

where P1 > P2 means: P1 is preferred over P2.

In general, preference can be defined

• as preference for forms (simpler forms are preferred)

• or preferences for meanings

(stereotypical meanings, close antecedents etc. are preferred)

Strong Bidirectional Optimality: Freezing

Hanjung Lee (2001), ‘Markedness and word order freezing’
D. Beaver & H. Lee (2003), ‘Input-Output mismatches in OT’

The phenomenon, illustrated with German:

Der Mann (NOM) sieht den Jungen.(ACC). see(man, boy)
Den Jungen (ACC) sieht der Mann (NOM) *see(boy, man)

Der Junge (NOM) sieht den Mann (ACC)  see(boy, man)
Den Mann (ACC) sieht der Junge (NOM) *see(man, boy)

Die Frau (NOM/ACC) sieht das Kind (NOM/ACC) see(woman, child)
 ??see(child, woman)

Constraints:

FAITH(fulness) S(peaker)
Express the first argument by nominative NP,
express the second argument by accusative NP

FAITH(fulness) H(earer):
Associate a clearly nominative-marked NP with the first argument,
associate a clearly accusative-marked NP with the second argument.

PRES(erve) ORDER) (subject before object):
Associate the first NP with the first argument,
associate the second NP with the second argument.

FAITH-S is motivated by speaker economy,

FAITH-H and PRES-OR is motivated by hearer economy.

Strong Bidirectional OT: Freezing

Application of the definition of strongly optimal form-meaning pairs:

$Die Frau sieht das Kind, see(woman, child)%
is strongly optimal among the candidates in GEN

where GEN =
 {$Die Frau sieht das Kind, see(woman, child)%,
  $Die Frau sieht das Kind, see(child, woman)%,
  $Das Kind sieht die Frau, see(woman, child)%,
  $Das Kind sieht die Frau, see(child, woman)%}

as there is no pair $F, see(woman, child% & GEN such that
 $F, see(woman, child% > $Die Frau sieht das Kind, see(woman, child%

(in particular, $Das Kind sieht die Frau, see(woman, child)%
 violates PRES-ORDER)

and there is no pair $Die Frau sieht das Kind, M% & GEN such that
 $Die Frau sieht das Kind, M% > $Die Frau sieht das Kind, see(woman, child%

(in particular, $Die Frau sieht das Kind, see(child, woman)%
 violates PRES-ORDER)

Strong Bidirectional Optimality: Freezing

Die Frau (NOM/ACC) sieht das Kind (NOM/ACC) see(woman, child)

Das Kind (NOM/ACC) sieht die Frau (NOM/ACC) see(child, woman)

Speaker perspective (production)

Die Frau (NOM/ACC) sieht das Kind (NOM/ACC) see(woman, child)

Das Kind (NOM/ACC) sieht die Freau (NOM/ACC) see(child, woman)

Hearer perspective (interpretation)

Die Frau (NOM/ACC) sieht das Kind (NOM/ACC) see(woman, child)

Das Kind (NOM/ACC) sieht die Frau (NOM/ACC) see(child, woman)

Common perspective by Strong OT


